Vocabulary Quiz

DIRECTIONS: For each word, write the letter of its correct definition.

1. abet A an official ban on trade with a particular country
   ______
2. embargo B having minute holes through which liquid or air may pass.
   ______
3. ovation C to lose or be deprived of something as a penalty for wrongdoing
   ______
4. porous D to encourage or assist someone to do something wrong
   ______
5. prodigy E to occur again
   ______
6. recur F a display of sustained appreciation from an audience; applause
   ______
7. forfeit G to exchange goods or services for other goods or services without using money
   ______
8. barter H lean and haggard
   ______
9. blasé I a person with exceptional qualities or abilities
   ______
10. gaunt J unimpressed or indifferent
   ______